Introduction
============

Global rates of obesity are increasing at an alarming rate and the worldwide prevalence of overweight and obesity has nearly doubled since 1980.^[@bib1]^ The life expectancy of an overweight or obese individual is, on average, 10 years shorter than that of a normal-weight individual.^[@bib2]^ In addition, overweight or obesity significantly increase the risk of numerous debilitating diseases, including diabetes, cardiovascular disease (CVD), hypertension and certain forms of cancer, such as postmenopausal breast cancer and endometrial, renal cell and colon cancers.^[@bib3],\ [@bib4]^ Excess body weight is not only associated with higher risks for numerous chronic diseases^[@bib5]^ but also it often affects mobility, interferes with restful sleep and contributes to an overall lower quality of life when compared with normal-weight individuals.^[@bib6],\ [@bib7]^ In addition to body weight status, body weight gain irrespective of initial body mass index (BMI) has been associated with metabolic abnormalities.^[@bib8],\ [@bib9],\ [@bib10]^

Factors that affect weight gain during adult life are not fully understood. Twin and family studies have indicated that \~40--70% of the inter-individual variance in BMI can be explained by genetic factors.^[@bib11]^ Further, it is true that the increase in the prevalence of overweight and obesity worldwide can be attributed to changes in environmental factors, but the extent to which an individual is affected is also influenced by genetic factors.^[@bib12]^ In the past 7 years, genome-wide association studies have identified 32 loci robustly associated with BMI^[@bib13]^ and this list recently extended to 97 loci by the efforts of the GIANT consortium through the largest meta-analyses to date.^[@bib14]^ Most of these studies were confined to middle-aged populations of European ancestry.

Despite the increased prevalence of overweight and obesity, life expectancy is continuing to rise in most countries.^[@bib15]^ Studies have shown that factors associated with weight gain in middle age no longer carry the same associations after the age of 65 years, indicating that the causes and consequences of obesity may differ across a human\'s lifespan.^[@bib16]^

The purpose of this study was to investigate how genetic susceptibility to obesity, characterized as a genetic risk score (GRS) of 31 BMI-associated variants, affects annual weight change and substantial weight gain from young adulthood to middle age and later life.

Subjects and methods
====================

Study populations
-----------------

### MDCS

The Malmö Diet and Cancer Study (MDCS) is a population-based cohort study based in southern Sweden; the initial study population consisted of 30 447 participants born between 1923 and 1950 who lived in the city of Malmö.^[@bib17]^ During baseline examinations (1991--1996), which included the assessment of anthropometric variables and blood pressure measurements, participants provided blood samples and were also asked to complete a self-administered questionnaire on health and lifestyle-related factors, including information relating to any current and/or previous disease. Lack of Swedish language skills, and mental disability were the only exclusion criteria for recruitment. A detailed outline of the recruitment process and study procedures has been presented earlier.^[@bib18]^

A schematic overview of inclusion and exclusion criteria for MDCS for the current study is presented in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Out of the total 30 447 participants, 967 participants were excluded due to a lack of DNA data or crucial basic phenotype information, and an additional 1636 participants were excluded because of poor genotyping quality control (that is, \<60% of the single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were successfully genotyped). Questionnaire data relating to body weight at age 20 years was available for 80% (*n*=22 374) of the successfully genotyped participants. Further, we excluded 921 participants with diabetes at baseline and 46 participants for whom there was a mismatch between their baseline weight and their answers to two questions (at baseline) relating to weight at 20 years of age, that is, whether the weight from 20 years of age until the baseline examination was reported as stable or unstable, and whether it had decreased or increased. These exclusions left a total of 21 407 participants for the analysis in question. A random sub-cohort of 6103 MDCS participants who were alive and had not emigrated from Sweden (*n*=4924) were invited to a follow-up re-examination during 2007--2012. Of those invited, 3734 participants attended the follow-up re-examination, and of these, 2673 had access to information for self-reported weight at 20 years of age.

### GLACIER

The Gene x Lifestyle interactions And Complex traits Involved in Elevated disease Risk (GLACIER) Study is a population-based prospective cohort study of 19 547 participants nested within the ongoing Västerbotten health survey (VHU, Västerbottens Hälso Undersökning), which comprises more than 100 000 adults from the northern Swedish county of Västerbotten. Since 1985, all residents of the county of Västerbotten have been invited to visit their primary care center for a clinical examination in connection with their 40th, 50th and 60th birthdays. All participants underwent baseline examinations during 1985--2004. Data on clinical characteristics (age, sex, height and weight) were collected, and detailed assessments of lifestyle were made using a validated self-administered questionnaire.^[@bib19],\ [@bib20]^ A subgroup comprising 5010 GLACIER participants attended a 10-year follow-up examination between 1995 and 2007. All participants provided written informed consent as part of the VHU and ethical approval for the GLACIER Study was obtained from the regional ethical review board in Umeå. After excluding individuals with diabetes at baseline and individuals with inadequate genotype information (\<60% successfully genotyped), 4327 GLACIER participants with prospective data were included in the present analysis.

SNP selection
-------------

We selected 32 SNPs in 32 loci identified by genome-wide association studies as being associated with BMI in European populations.^[@bib13]^ One of the SNPs, rs4836133 representing the *ZNF608* locus, was not successfully genotyped in MDCS and was excluded. Thus, in order to facilitate comparisons and the subsequent meta-analysis of results, the GRS was comprised of 31 SNPs, in both MDCS and GLACIER.

Genotyping
----------

### MDCS

The 31 BMI SNPs were genotyped using the Sequenom iPLEX platform, the Taqman allelic discrimination method, or the KASPar allelic discrimination method. Detailed information regarding selected SNPs, genotyping methods, quality control and related parameters are described in [Supplementary Table 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The average genotyping success rate was 97.2% and the distribution of genotype frequencies for each SNP were in Hardy--Weinberg equilibrium *P*\>0.001 (Bonferroni-corrected *P-*value for 31 SNPs at level *α*=0.05).

### GLACIER

Genotyping was performed by the Open Array SNP Genotyping System and the MetaboChip (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) array, and SNP proxies were used for 12 out of the 31 SNPs. Information regarding SNPs used in GLACIER is provided in [Supplementary Table 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The average genotyping success rate was 96.0% and all SNPs were in Hardy--Weinberg equilibrium (*P*\>0.001).

Genetic risk score calculation
------------------------------

Genotypes at each locus were coded as 0, 1 and 2, according to the number of BMI-increasing risk alleles and both weighted and unweighted GRSs were calculated in PLINK. To estimate the total BMI-increasing associated effects, the GRSs were calculated by summing up the number of BMI-increasing risk alleles and for weighted GRS each risk allele was weighted by their previously published effect sizes,^[@bib13]^ while for the unweighted GRS the effect sizes were set equal to one. The weighted GRS was then rescaled to reflect the number of risk alleles, that is, each point of the GRS corresponded to one risk allele using a previously described method.^[@bib21]^ There was no significant difference when model containing weighted GRS was tested for difference in the area under the receiver operating curve compared with the model containing unweighted GRS. As similar association patterns were observed with both GRSs, the results with weighted GRS are presented as it received a better fit than the unweighted GRS based on the seemingly unrelated estimation test ([Supplementary Table 6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Annual weight change calculation
--------------------------------

In MDCS, we used information about weight at three time points, from which the average annual weight change was calculated from the difference between (i) self-reported weight at young age (age 20 years) and weight at the baseline examination (later middle age) (mean time period: 38 years; s.d.: 8 years); (ii) weight at baseline and the weight at follow-up examination (old age) (mean time period: 16.5 years; s.d.: 1.5 years). In GLACIER, annual weight change was calculated based on difference between weight at baseline (early middle age) and weight at the follow-up examination (late middle age) (mean time period: 9.9 years; s.d.: 0.5 years). For each time period, annual weight change was calculated by dividing the total weight change by the number of follow-up years. For the analyses of association between GRS and annual weight change during the follow-up stratified by weight loss or weight gain, the groups were defined as follows: compared with their weight at baseline, participants having lower weight at follow-up were defined as weight loss group (*N*=899 (MDCS) and *N*=1345 (GLACIER)) and participants having higher weight at follow-up were defined as weight gain group (*N*=1781 (MDCS) and *N*=2982 (GLACIER)).

Estimation of substantial weight gain
-------------------------------------

In MDCS, substantial weight gain was defined as (i) at baseline, having gained ⩾10% of self-reported weight at age of 20 years and (ii) at follow-up, having gained ⩾10% of baseline weight. Participants who gained, or lost \<10% were defined as having stable weight. The number of participants who lost ⩾10% was small (⩽2.3%), and because excluding them from analysis did not materially influence the results, they were included in the stable weight group in all analyses. In GLACIER, weight was measured at baseline, and at follow-up examination \~10 years later. Substantial weight gain was defined as having gained ⩾10% of baseline weight at follow-up. Participants who lost ⩾10% weight between baseline, and follow-up (2.7%) were included in the weight-stable group in the analyses. For the analyses of association between GRS and substantial weight gain during the follow-up stratified by weight loss or weight gain during the follow-up time, the groups were defined as explained above for annual weight gain.

Mortality analyses in MDCS
--------------------------

In MDCS, total mortality and CVD mortality were examined. CVD was defined as fatal or non-fatal myocardial infarction or stroke, or death due to ischemic heart disease or stroke from the Swedish Hospital Discharge Register or Swedish National Cause of Death Register. Information on total mortality and CVD mortality during follow-up was retrieved by linking the 10-digit civil registration number with the Swedish National Cause of Death Register. Mortality was classified as attributable to cardiovascular causes when the main International Classification of Diseases code was ICD 9:390-459 or ICD 10:I00-I99 on the cause of death certificate. Follow-up extended until 31 December 2010. Mean±s.d. follow-up in analysis of mortality was 15.2±3.3 years. For analyses of mortality stratified by weight gain or weight stability before the baseline (from 20 years to baseline), the weight gain group was defined as having gained ⩾10% of self-reported weight at age of 20 years at baseline (*N*=15225) and participants who gained, or lost \<10% were defined as having stable weight (*N*= 6182).

Statistical analyses
--------------------

In MDCS, data were analyzed using SPSS version 20 (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, USA), PLINK (version 1.07, <http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/~purcell/plink/>), and STATA (version 13, Stata Corp LP, College Station, TX, USA). Linear regression was used to estimate the effect (β) per unit increase of the GRS (equivalent to one BMI-increasing risk allele), per GRS quintile, or by comparing the extreme GRS quintiles on BMI (at age 20 years, baseline and follow-up) with annual weight change (from age 20 years to baseline, and from baseline to follow-up). Further, we used logistic regression to analyze the OR per increasing risk allele, or per GRS quintile, or by comparing extreme quintiles for substantial weight gain from age 20 years to baseline and from baseline to follow-up. In MDCS, we additionally performed similar analyses for waist circumference and waist-to-hip ratio (WHR), and annual change in these traits, as an attempt to investigate changes in body composition in relation to the BMI GRS. Analyses were adjusted for age, sex and follow-up time where applicable. To compare model coefficients, we used the seemingly unrelated estimation implementation in STATA (version 13, Stata Corp LP). This method allowed us to compare coefficients between models with partially overlapping, and thus dependent data. General linear model was used to test for interaction between GRS and weight gain and weight loss groups on annual weight change by including a multiplicative factor of the variables in the statistical model. We used Cox proportional hazard\'s regression with time to follow-up until death, emigration or end of follow-up as time axis adjusted for age at baseline and sex to calculate the hazard ratios and 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) for GRS in relation to total and CVD-mortality. A two-sided *P*-value of \<0.05 was considered statistically significant in the analyses with GRS. After correction for multiple testing, a *P*-value of \<0.0016 (0.05/31) was considered significant in single SNP analyses. Replication analyses in GLACIER were performed using the same statistical models in SAS (version 9.3, SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC, USA), STATA (version 12.1, Stata Corp LP) and PLINK (version 1.07). As no longitudinal data on waist or WHR existed in GLACIER, these analyses were only performed in MDCS.

Meta-analysis
-------------

To combine estimates from the MDCS and GLACIER studies, meta-analyses were performed in STATA (version 13, Stata Corp LP) using the *metan* command. Meta-analyses were performed using both fixed-effect and random-effect models. Results from the random-effect approach were not materially different from those from the fixed-effect approach; therefore, only the fixed-effect results are presented.

Results
=======

The characteristics of the MDCS and GLACIER study cohorts at different ages, and time points are presented in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

Association between the GRS and BMI at different ages
-----------------------------------------------------

In MDCS, the GRS was associated with higher BMI at all ages (*P*: 7 × 10^−35^; *P:* 2 × 10^−34^ and *P*: 0.005 at age 20 years, baseline and follow-up, respectively) with comparable effect sizes of 0.15, 0.23 and 0.19 kg m^−2^ per GRS quintile. Similarly, in GLACIER the GRS was associated with higher BMI both at baseline and at follow-up (*P*: 1 × 10^−17^ and *P*: 5 × 10^−13^, respectively) with somewhat higher effect sizes of 0.33 and 0.31, as compared with MDCS. Furthermore, GRS also associated with increased waist circumference (0.52 cm/GRS quintile, *P*: 1 × 10^−29^) and increased WHR (0.001/GRS quintile, *P*: 2 × 10^−8^) at baseline while no significant association of GRS was observed with these traits at follow-up.

Annual weight change and substantial weight gain from 20 years of age to baseline in MDCS (young age to late middle age)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In MDCS, the GRS was significantly associated with an increased annual weight gain per risk allele of the GRS (*β*: 0.003; s.e.m.: 0.001; *P*: 7 × 10^−8^), per GRS quintile (*β*: 0.007; s.e.m.: 0.001; *P*: 5 × 10^−7^), and for the highest versus lowest quintile (*β*: 0.032; s.e.m.: 0.006; *P*: 2.1 × 10^−7^) ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Among the individual SNPs, seven variants showed significant associations with increased annual weight gain but only the association of *FTO* rs1558902 (*β*: 0.013; s.e.m.: 0.003; *P*: 5 × 10^−6^) remained significant after the correction for multiple testing ([Supplementary Table 3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In MDCS, 29% (*n*=6182) of the participants maintained a stable weight between age 20 years and baseline, and 71% (*n*=15225) had gained ⩾10% of weight at the time of the baseline visit. Similar to annual weight change, each unit increase of the GRS was associated with a 1% increased odds for substantial weight gain from age 20 years to baseline, and 3% increased odds per GRS quintile (*P*: 0.013 and *P*: 0.021, respectively). Participants in the highest GRS quintile have a 12% increased odds for substantial weight gain (*P*: 0.020) compared with participants in the lowest GRS quintile ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Among the individual SNPs, *FTO* rs1558902 (*P*: 0.047) and *BDNF* rs10767664 (*P*: 0.034) were associated with increased odds for substantial weight gain, whereas a reduced odds ratio (OR) was observed for *TMEM160* rs3810291 (*P*: 0.008); none of these associations were significant after correction for multiple testing ([Supplementary Table 3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Annual weight change and substantial weight gain from baseline to follow-up in MDCS (late middle age to old age)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The GRS was associated with a weight reduction from baseline to follow-up with a per risk allele estimate of −0.006 kg (s.e: 0.002; *P*: 0.009), per quintile estimate of −0.018 kg (s.e: 0.006; *P*: 0.004), and an estimate of −0.062 kg (s.e: 0.03; *P*: 0.026) for the highest versus lowest quintile ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Among the individual SNPs, *MC4R* rs571312 (*P*: 0.042) showed a nominal significant association with decreasing weight gain, while *QPCTL* rs2287019 (*P*: 0.021) and *FLJ35779* rs2112347 (*P*: 0.037) were significantly related to increased weight gain ([Supplementary Table 4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Among the 2673 MDCS participants who attended the follow-up examination, 22% (*n*=587) had gained ⩾10% of weight, whereas 78% (*n*=2083) were weight stable. The GRS was associated with 4% decreased odds per risk allele and 10% decreased odds per GRS quintile (*P*: 0.001, and *P*: 0.002, respectively) for substantial weight gain from baseline to follow-up. Participants in the highest GRS quintile had 32% decreased odds for substantial weight gain (*P*: 0.011) compared with participants in the lowest GRS quintile ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Additional adjustment with baseline weight did not change the associations of GRS with substantial weight gain and annual weight change ([Supplementary Table 7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Upon further stratification into weight gain and weight loss groups, the association of GRS with substantial weight gain remained unchanged but the inverse association between GRS and the annual weight gain was only significant among the weight loss group ([Supplementary Table 8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However the associations did not differ significantly in the two groups (*P*~interaction~: 0.26). Among the individual SNPs, *FTO* rs1558902 (*P*: 0.008) and *GNPDA2* rs10938397 (*P*: 0.037) showed a nominal significant association, while *SLC39A8* rs13107325 (*P*: 0.001) showed significant association with decreased odds for substantial weight gain from baseline to follow-up ([Supplementary Table 4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

As an attempt trying to further understand these results, we performed similar analyses for available longitudinal measures of body composition, that is, we tested association between GRS and annual changes in waist circumference and WHR in MDCS. These analyses revealed that similar to annual decrease in BMI, the GRS associated significantly with annual decrease in waist circumference. A similar trend was observed with annual WHR change but this association did not reach statistical significance ([Supplementary Table 10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Annual weight change and substantial weight gain from baseline to follow-up in GLACIER (early middle age to late middle age)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The GRS did not show any significant association with annual weight change in GLACIER ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), and *PTBP2* rs1555543 (*P*: 0.030) was the only variant that showed a nominal significant association with decreased annual weight gain from baseline to follow-up ([Supplementary Table 4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Among the 4327 participants in the GLACIER study, 21% (*n*=885) had gained ⩾10%, whereas 79% (*n*=3442) remained weight stable. The GRS was associated with 2% decreased odds per risk allele for a weight gain of ⩾10% from baseline to follow-up (*P*: 0.034) and showed a trend for 5% decreased odds per GRS quintile and 18% decreased odds when comparing the highest GRS quintile to the lowest GRS quintile from baseline to follow-up (*P*: 0.055 and *P*: 0.087, respectively) ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). None of the variants showed any significant association with substantial weight gain from baseline to follow-up in GLACIER ([Supplementary Table 4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Results did not change upon additional adjustment with baseline weight ([Supplementary Table 7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Further stratification of individuals into weight gain and weight loss groups did not change the association of GRS with substantial weight gain from baseline to follow-up. However, for annual weight change we observed a significant inverse association between the GRS and annual weight change only in the weight loss group ([Supplementary Table 8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Comparison of effect estimates and OR in young to late middle age versus late middle age to old age in MDCS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In MDCS, we tested whether the association results of GRS or the individual SNPs with annual weight change or substantial weight gain differed significantly between the two time periods. For the association of GRS with annual weight change, the effect size (β) from age 20 years to baseline was significantly different from the effect size from baseline to follow-up (*P*: 0.0002 per risk allele and *P*: 0.0001 per quintile). For individual SNPs, it was only the effect estimates for *FTO* rs1558902 and *MC4R* rs571312 that were nominally significantly different between age 20 years to baseline, and from baseline to follow-up ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, for the association of the GRS with substantial weight gain, the OR from age 20 years to baseline was significantly different from the OR from baseline to follow-up (*P*: 0.0001 per risk allele and *P*: 0.0002 per quintile). For individual SNPs, the OR for *FTO* rs1558902, *GNPDA2* rs10938397, *SH2B1* rs7359397 and *TMEM160* rs3810291 was nominally significantly different, whereas the OR for *SLC39A8* rs13107325 was significantly different when comparing the results from age 20 years to baseline and from baseline to follow-up ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Meta-analyses of MDCS and GLACIER for substantial weight gain from baseline to follow-up
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the meta-analyses of estimates from the MDCS and GLACIER studies comprising a total of 7000 participants, the GRS was significantly associated with decreased annual weight gain per risk allele (*β*: −0.005 kg; s.e.m.: 0.002; *P*: 0.002), per GRS quintile (*β*: −0.012 kg; s.e.m.: 0.005; *P*: 0.007), and when comparing the highest GRS quintile with the lowest (*β*: −0.052 kg; s.e.m.: 0.020; *P*: 0.011) from baseline to follow-up ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, a higher GRS was associated with less substantial weight gain between baseline and follow-up with 3% decreased odds (*P*: 0.001) per risk allele, 7% decreased odds per GRS quintile (*P*: 0.001), and 24% decreased odds when comparing the highest and lowest quintile of the score (*P*: 0.004) ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

*FLJ35779* rs2112347 and *PTBP2* rs1555543 were the only SNPs in the meta-analyses that showed a nominally significant association with increased and decreased annual weight gain from baseline to follow-up, respectively. *FTO* rs1558902 was the only SNP that showed nominally significantly decreased odds for a weight gain of ⩾10% from baseline to follow-up in the meta-analysis (OR 0·90 (95% CI: 0·83, 0·98), *P*: 0·019) ([Supplementary Table 5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Association of GRS with total mortality and CVD mortality in MDCS
-----------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate if the observed inverse associations between GRS and weight gain in and after middle age could be explained by the GRS associating with mortality, we tested the association between GRS and total mortality and CVD mortality. In MDCS, 3879 participants died during a mean follow-up of 15 years, of which 1217 died of CVD. We did not find any significant association between GRS and total mortality (hazard ratios (95% CI): 1.01(1.00--1.02); *P*: 0.15) but observed a significant association with increased CVD mortality (hazard ratios (95% CI): 1.02(1.00--1.03); *P*: 0.029) ([Supplementary Table 9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We further tested whether these associations differ between the individuals who kept their weight stable from 20 years to baseline, and those who substantially gained weight. Again, GRS did not significantly associate with total mortality but an increased CVD mortality was observed in particular among those in the highest GRS quintile compared to the lowest GRS quintile (hazard ratios (95% CI): 1.33(1.10--1.56); *P*:0.003), independent of whether the participants gained weight or not before middle age.

Discussion
==========

This study, conducted in two prospective cohorts from Sweden, provides insights into how established genetic risk variants for adult BMI affect changes in weight across adult ages. The GRS was strongly associated with higher BMI at all adult ages. To clarify whether the same genetic variants that associate with increased BMI cross-sectionally also influence body weight gain over time, we investigated the annual weight change and substantial weight gain (⩾10%) between different adult age periods. In line with the cross-sectional results, a higher number of BMI-associated alleles associated with increased annual weight gain and substantial weight gain from young age to late middle age. In contrast, we made the paradoxical observation that during and after middle age a higher number of BMI-increasing risk alleles were associated with significantly decreased annual weight gain and less substantial weight gain.

In line with our study, earlier studies have indicated a possible discordance between genetic susceptibility for obesity in different age groups across lifespan. However, no previous studies have been able to demonstrate evidence for inverse and significantly different results for different adult age periods. One cross-sectional study that evaluated 10 BMI-associated SNPs in individuals of European and African American ancestry aged \>65 years found that genetic variants associated with BMI in middle age may not hold the same association in old age.^[@bib22]^ In addition, a recent Swedish study performed multifactorial analyses of factors affecting changes in BMI across the adult ages during a 65 year period and found evidence that a GRS comprising of 32 BMI-associated SNPs predicted an accelerated increase in BMI until middle age but not later in life.^[@bib16]^ However, the design of that study was different from our study design, and whether the GRS may have had an inverse association with weight gain in older ages was not analyzed. As regards single SNP analysis, the association between *FTO* rs9939609 and obesity was observed to decline with older age, although effect estimates did not significantly differ by age.^[@bib23]^ Interestingly, in our study, the *FTO* variant was significantly associated with decreased odds for substantial weight gain during and after middle age, and with significantly different effect estimates on weight change before and after middle age. In addition, Hardy *et al.*^[@bib24]^ tested the variation in association between the *FTO* and *MC4R* variants with body size from birth to age 53 years and showed that the association reached peak strength at age 20 years and subsequently weakened during later adulthood.

In contrast to our findings, the Danish Inter99 study, in which the association between a GRS comprising 30 BMI SNPs and weight change was examined among 3982 individuals who were followed for 5 years from a mean age of 46.7 years, did not find any significant association.^[@bib25]^ However, compared with MDCS, the Inter99 cohort was on average around 11 years younger at baseline, and its follow-up time was almost 10 years shorter. Further, although the ages of our GLACIER replication cohort, and the Inter99 cohort were comparable at baseline (45.2 vs 46.7), the follow-up time of GLACIER was almost twice that of Inter99, which could explain the different results. Indeed, the age and follow-up period of the Inter99 study potentially coincided with a time-point when the increased risk of weight gain as per the BMI-related GRS may had begun to shift toward decreased risk, thus resulting in no association. In line with the results in Inter99, we did not observe a significant association between the GRS and annual weight gain, but only with substantial weight gain, in the GLACIER cohort, which may indicate higher statistical power in the latter model.

It is difficult to explain the observed significantly inversed consequences of being a carrier of high numbers of BMI-associated alleles relating to weight gain until and after reaching middle age, and the current study is unable to provide such an explanation. It is important to note that in the current study the participants gained around 0.34 kg year^−1^ of weight from 20 year to baseline in MDCS while the weight gain from baseline to follow-up was 0.15  and 0.32 kg year^−1^ in MDCS and GLACIER, respectively. Thus, one might expect smaller effect estimates during or after middle age, due to less weight gain during the later time period as compared with weight gain earlier during adult life, but not the significantly inversed associations between the two time points. As an attempt trying to isolate the impact of genetic effects from non-genetic effects, we performed the analyses separately in individuals who gained weight (*N*= 1781 and 2982 for MDCS and GLACIER, respectively) or lost weight (*N*=889 and 1345 for MDCS and GLACIER, respectively) during the follow-up. The results were somewhat stronger for those that lost weight, which may indicate the possibility that non-genetic effects such as dieting and morbidity may have had some contribution to the observed results. In the sensitivity analyses, additional adjustment for the baseline weight did not affect the association of GRS with weight loss after the middle age, which decreases the possibility that this finding could be simply due to more obese people losing more weight in the older age. It is possible that the explanation lies in both physiological and genetic factors related to ageing. A strong body of evidence has demonstrated that with progressing age, loss of both bone and muscle tissue becomes evident along with increased body fat gain.^[@bib26],\ [@bib27]^ Loss of muscle mass is an important determinant of physical function and metabolic rate and results in the clinical hazards of obesity appearing at lower BMI levels in the elderly.^[@bib28]^ In addition, it has been suggested that rapid weight gain before and during middle age has negative health consequences on par with having a consistently high BMI, or worse, and that such weight gain could ultimately lead to weight loss related to the negative effects of previous rapid weight gain, such as an elevated risk of obesity-related morbidity.^[@bib29]^

Concerning mortality, we found evidence for association between the GRS and CVD mortality and these associations were similar irrespective of whether the individuals underwent a more pronounced weight gain until baseline or kept their weight stable. The associations with the CVD mortality were in particular stronger among those having higher number of BMI-risk alleles compared with those in the lowest quintile of GRS. Our study has several strengths, including a large sample size, repeated measurements of body weight and height, and a long follow-up period. Another important positive aspect of MDCS is that we were able to replicate our findings in another independent cohort from Sweden. Nonetheless, our study has some limitations that must be recognized, for example, in MDCS, weight at 20 years of age was self-reported, recalled by the participant several decades later. However, we did find that the GRS was strongly associated with self-reported BMI. Further, the GLACIER replication cohort was younger at baseline and its follow-up time was shorter, which probably affected the power of the replication analyses and was also reflected in the somewhat weaker results as compared to MDCS. Finally, it would have been informative to analyze associations between the GRS and the age-related changes in body composition such as fat mass, body fat percentage and lean body mass, as this might have facilitated the interpretation of our results. However, both cohorts lack sufficient data for such analysis. Nevertheless, longitudinal data on waist circumference and WHR was available in MDCS and both these phenotypes showed association patterns similar to those observed with annual weight change, indicating that at least part of the weight loss related to GRS is because of loss of abdominal fat.

In conclusion, our study suggests that the genetic susceptibility to obesity related to a GRS comprising 31 BMI-associated SNPs, is associated with BMI at all adult ages and with weight gain until middle age. However, our results indicate an inverse association with weight gain during and after middle age, which may suggest that the negative effects of weight gain before middle age may ultimately lead to age-related weight loss among individuals with high numbers of BMI-associated genetic variants. Whether the decreased risk of further weight gain during and after middle age among such individuals is a consequence of higher obesity-related morbidity, accelerated loss of muscle mass, or other age-related phenomena needs to be investigated in future studies.
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###### 

Click here for additional data file.

![Schematic presentation of inclusion and exclusion criteria for participants of the MDCS in the current study. A total of 21 407 participants from the MDCS with self-reported data at baseline examination on weight at 20 years of age and 2673 participants with information on weight and BMI at three different time points (self-reported at 20 years age and measured weight and height at baseline and at follow-up) were included. The mean timespan from baseline to follow-up was 16.5 years (s.d.: 1.5 years) and mean time from 20 years of age until follow-up re-examination was 52.8 years (s.d.: 5.6 years).](ijo2015180f1){#fig1}

![Association between the GRS of 31 BMI-associated variants with changes in weight at different periods of adult life. (**a**) Association of the GRS with annual weight change and (**b**) association of the GRS with substantial weight gain in MDCS and GLACIER. The lowermost results (overall) represent the meta-analyses of estimates in relation to annual weight change or substantial weight gain in *n*=7000 participants of MDCS and GLACIER from baseline to follow-up. MDCS, Malmö Diet and Cancer Study; GLACIER, Gene x Lifestyle interactions and complex traits involved in elevated disease risk.](ijo2015180f2){#fig2}

![Comparison of effect estimates for annual weight change and odds ratios for substantial weight gain for 31 BMI-associated variants, and their GRS from age 20 years to baseline with the same effect estimates and odds ratios from baseline to follow-up in MDCS. Black bars present the estimates (effect size or odds ratio) from age 20 years to baseline and the gray bars represent estimates from baseline to follow-up. SNPs are arranged based on the increasing order of estimates from baseline to follow-up. Striped bars indicate *P-*values for the comparison of estimates that were calculated using seemingly unrelated estimations.](ijo2015180f3){#fig3}

###### Characteristics of the MDCS and GLACIER Participants

                                             *MDCS*         *GLACIER*                                               
  ------------------------------------------ -------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- -------------
  Age (years)                                20.0 (0.0)     58.1 (7.9)    56.3 (5.7)    72.8 (5.6)    45.2 (6.7)    55.1 (6·7)
  Female (%)                                 13 237 (62%)   13237 (62%)   1561 (58%)    1561 (58%)    2765 (64%)    2765 (64%)
  Height (cm)                                168.5 (8·8)    168.5 (8.8)   169.4 (8.8)   167.5 (9.0)   169.4 (8.9)   169.2 (8.8)
  Weight (kg)                                60.1 (10.1)    73.1 (13.5)   73.0 (12.9)   75.4 (14.2)   72.1 (12.8)   75.3 (13.9)
  BMI (kg m^−2^)                             21.2 (2.5)     25.7 (3.9)    25.4 (3.6)    26.8 (4.4)    25.0 (3.7)    26.2 (4.1)
  Hip (cm)                                   ---            98.0 (8.6)    97.3 (8.0)    103.1 (8.4)   ---           ---
  Waist (cm)                                 ---            83.4 (12.7)   82.6 (12.2)   92.3 (12.5)   ---           ---
  WHR                                        ---            0.85 (0.09)   0.85 (0.09)   0.90 (0·09)   ---           ---
  Normal weight[a](#t1-fn3){ref-type="fn"}   19 939 (93%)   10114 (47%)   1344 (50%)    952 (36%)     2327 (54%)    1809 (42%)
  Overweight[b](#t1-fn4){ref-type="fn"}      1351 (6%)      8546 (40%)    1053 (40%)    1175 (44%)    1569 (37%)    1832 (43%)
  Obese[c](#t1-fn5){ref-type="fn"}           117 (1%)       2747 (13%)    276 (10%)     538 (20%)     393 (9%)      661 (15%)

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; MDCS, Malmö Diet and Cancer Study; WHR, waist-to-hip ratio.

Data are number of participants (%) or mean (s.d.). BMI for age 20 was calculated by using self-reported weight at 20 years and height at baseline.

Normal weight=BMI\<25 kg m^−2^.

Overweight=25⩽BMI\<30 kg m^−2^.

Obese=BMI⩾30 kg m^−2^.
